ADEPT
Shoreline Permit Management
The New Standard for Shoreline Permit Management Operations
• Improves capacity to meet FERC requirements
•R
 educes the time and resources needed for
managing shoreline operations
•S
 ignificantly improves code compliance monitoring
and reliability
•C
 ustom tailored to fit unique operational
and management needs
•A
 dept Enterprise is the only mature, proven
and reliable product on the market
or unique record identifier. Adept’s
enhanced workflow system
automates each task, accelerating
the review and inspection approval
process. This innovation enables
the coordination of activities
between multiple departments and
allows field inspectors to track and
update tasks on mobile devices
and tablet PCs.

The Adept Enterprise Shoreline
Permit Management software
system is a Web-based, feature-rich
solution designed for Hydropower
Project Reservoirs licensed by
the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC), Corporate
Real Estate Divisions, Water Districts
and the U.S. Army Corps Lake and
Recreation operations.

and reporting requirements. The
Adept system efficiently automates
the shoreline management process
and supports your organization’s
changing requirements. Adept offers
the only mature Shoreline Permit
software system for managing
project license requirements, that
ensures consistency with your
Shoreline Management Plan (SMP).

Adept’s Shoreline Permit system
consolidates your shoreline
management operations and
workflow processes, providing
convenient, centralized access
to shoreline use permit data and
seamless integration with your
existing GIS mapping systems.

Adept’s Shoreline Management
Adept offers end to end
system tools provide for the effortless customization to meet the unique
issuance, transfer and tracking
and growing needs of your
shoreline operations.
of Permits and Licenses, parcel
related transaction history, and for
“We have a long term relationship
the tracking of non-compliance
with Adept and they care about
violations for encroachment issues.
our business as much as we do.
Inspectors and shoreline staff
They really know how to meet
can easily process boat dock
our changing requirements.”
and seawall applications, taking
—Jeff Green,
advantage of Adept’s robust
Ameren Supervisor
Shoreline Management
record search capabilities to track
Real Estate Department
properties by tax parcel number

Our system ensures that federally
licensed hydroelectric projects
accurately comply with their license
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Reduces Permit Processing Time and Workload
Improves Record Keeping Accuracy
Enhances Communication between Departments
Increases Productivity
Hosted Option Eliminates IT Management Concerns

Generate and Track Shoreline Permits
The Adept Shoreline system automates the
issuance of permits and licenses, in compliance with
your organization’s SMP guidelines. The system
dramatically reduces paperwork, easily tracking
existing and approved permits. Each record in the
system contains related staff comments, alerts,
uploaded images, scanned data and correspondence.
All permits are accessible by multiple departments
from a centralized source.
Automate the Permit Process
Shoreline Managers leverage the Adept system to
automate shoreline processes, increasing productivity
and reducing errors and costs. Key features of the
Adept system are the direct link with the County
Assessor parcel data and Dynamic Workflow
Automation, allowing multiple users to track and
manage assigned tasks and permit timelines. Property
owners and staff are instantly informed of changes in
permit and violation status. Adept also offers optional
productivity tools that can further enhance and
streamline your operations.
Reporting Tools
Adept’s powerful reporting tool is fully integrated with
the Adept system, providing enhanced analysis of
appropriate shoreline use, payment transactions and
violation history for legal departments. The reporting
tool queries for information on project status and data
can be auto populated for mass mailings. Report
creation is simple and conveniently exported to widely
used formats.
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Consolidate and Integrate Legacy Data
The Adept system consolidates multiple databases in
one manageable location, prioritizing workload and
reducing costs by eliminating redundant processes.
Types of data consolidated in the Adept system include
Legacy data, Tax Assessor, Address, Parcel and Owner
information, Certified Dock Builders and scanned
Property Owner Permit Applications and all related
correspondence.
GIS Data and Map Integration
Existing GIS systems interface directly with the Adept
Shoreline system, spatially correlating data to unique
identifiers with access to real-time updates. Adept’s GIS
tool captures and displays parcel modifications on map
layers. Visual maps of parcel and facility information
such as property boundaries, contours, historic
properties, lake mile markers and county tax property
data are linked to each permit and violation record.
The Adept Secure Advantage
Security is a primary consideration in designing Adept
Technologies’ products and is an integral part of Adept
software from source code to database connectivity
and structure. Our revolutionary security technology
is never compromised, ensuring that sensitive data
remains safe and end users are protected.
By offering a mature, FERC-compliant solution that
provides workflow automation, centralized data
access, GIS mapping integration and secure Web
access, Adept Technologies is uniquely positioned to
meet to the current and future needs of your Shoreline
Management operations.
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